Introduction

Is vasculitis research important? Do we need an open access journal for vasculitis? The answers to both questions are yes, vasculitis research is important and we need an open access journal for vasculitis and only vasculitis. But why and how?

The vasculitides represent a wide range of diseases, from vasculitides involving skin only to systemic large vessel arteritis without any superficial signs [1]. This group of diseases are highly diverse and some are rare with an annual incidence between 1/10,000 to 1/1,000,000. This disease term may arouse fear in not only patients but also general practicing physicians. Some vasculitis such as Henoch-Schonlein purpura is relatively common and self-limited; while some vasculitis like anti-neutrophil antibody associated vasculitis (AAV) is rare but associated with severe consequences. In clinical practice, vasculitides can be difficult to be diagnosed. For example, patients with granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA) can present with sinus, lung, kidney or nervous system involvements. Due to the diversity and highly variable responses to treatment of some vasculitides, the learning curve progress slowly.

The clinical diagnosis of vasculitis relies on a constellation of clinical manifestations, serologic markers and pathologic study. The sensitivity and specificity of classification/diagnosis criteria can be influenced by local disease incidence and prevalence. To understand the economic burden of disease, epidemiology study can provide some valuable insights. However, the distribution map of vasculitides is largely unfilled. One of the famous examples that shows the importance of epidemiology studies is the Sily Road disease-Behcet's disease, which distributes mainly from Turkey to Japan, implies the impact of population migration or even a transmissible pathogen; we need more evidence to confirm these disease spread model [2]. Giant cell arteritis (GCA) is another remarkable example because it is the most prevalent vasculitis in northern Europe but the incidence of GCA in Asia is estimated in only limited studies [3-5]. When I was a trainee of rheumatology, I expected to find a few new cases of GCA according to the incidence documented in textbook but finally I witnessed only one atypical young patient throughout the entire training course [6]. Later I was surprised to find that GCA is even more rare than GPA in Taiwan. Therefore we need international studies to prove some hypotheses about disease distribution and differentiate the ethnic/genetic impact on the incidence of vasculitis [7]. Traditional epidemiology study in a relatively closed area is a reliable method for defining the incidence and prevalence of vasculitides [8]. For study of common or rare vasculitis such as Henoch-Schonlein purpura or GPA, national health insurance data in some countries can provide an estimation [9,10].

For researchers of rare diseases, patient recruitment is difficult. For clinical trials, the rare diseases as study targets tend to be neglected due to limited economic return of new medication investigation. In recent days, multiple-center study group organized for clinical trials such as RAVE-ITN Research Group and EUVAS have generated many excellent results [11,12]. However, there are still unmet needs in clinical practice and research. For example, disease activity index such as the Birmingham vasculitis activity score (BVAS) is validated in clinical researches [13], but it is difficult to be used in daily practice. A good biomarker is easier to be checked and followed in clinical setting. In addition, good animal models of vasculitis are also required for the study of pathogenesis and development of new therapy. These issues should be prioritized and may bring about some breakthrough in vascular physiology and even change the landscape of treatment of other common disease such as cerebrovascular disease or coronary heart diseases.

Why is an open access journal for vasculitis the answer to these challenges? According to PubMed (accessed on Oct 29, 2015), using vasculitis as a key word generated 2579 results in 2014, while lupus as a key word generated 2830 results. This simple query results show that vasculitides as a group is gaining importance compared to lupus, which is a well-recognized central issue in immune-mediated diseases. A good open access journal can provide a forum for relative specialized group of vasculitis researchers to be heard by researchers across different specialties. An active and dedicating editorial board can define the field of vasculitis research by selecting influential articles and provide new points of view to hasten the development of research. Open access journals are increasing in number and competition is not less intensive than prescription oriented classic journals, therefore interaction between editors and authors as well as review and publication quality control will be the keys to success.

Let’s say happy birthday to the open access Journal of Vasculitis, hope this journal can become a corner stone of future vasculitis researchers.
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